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Angelou: Spread the Cheer 

It’s been numerous years that Angelou has “Spread the

Cheer” in the month of December from writing letters to

senior centers, to caroling indoors, to having an assembly of

carolers outdoors. This year they caroled the Angelou

neighborhood thus Spreading the Cheer of the upcoming

holidays. Afterwards students, families, and staff had the

opportunity to visit with Santa and have a cup of hot cocoa

to warm the spirit even more.



Captain Gray: Providing Resources

During November’s ATP meeting leaders provided parents a printed

reference sheet in English and in Spanish on how to prepare for school

conferences. This resource is a checklist to review before, during, and

after these meetings. What a great way to prepare parents for a

successful teacher, parent, and student conference!

The information was taken from www.ColorinColorado.org where

practical, research-based information and advice for parents and

educators may be found on how to help English language learners

read…and succeed!

http://www.colorincolorado.org/


Chess: Why Not Look Within?  

Never forget that the greatest resources are often within

your very own school! The school counselor at Chess has

been invited to a future ATP meeting to have her very own

chat with parents regarding counseling services and area

resources available to them. Have you considered

reaching out to experts within your building to share tips?



Chiawana:  Beating the Odds

Research shows that as students enter the higher

grades, parent involvement at school scales back

some, but not at Chiawana, Ochoa or at Stevens!

These three secondary schools have a parent ATP

Co-Chair in leadership. A total of 14 schools have

parent Co-Chairs in Pasco. That’s more than ½ of

our schools. Thank you parents!!!





Curie STEM: Technology Safety

As our daily lives evolve around technology we should stay

tuned into the newest Apps and games our students are

using. To help with keeping students safe and providing

knowledge to parents on how to ensure students are safe,

Curie booked a presentation with SARC to present on this

important topic. During this presentation the school cook

made “Pozole” for parents to enjoy for dinner. The

children had their own presentation on how to make safe

decision while surfing the internet.



Emerson: Technology Safety

As our daily lives evolve around technology it’s in our best

interest to stay in the know about the newest Apps and

games our students are using. To help with keeping students

safe and providing knowledge to parents on how to ensure

students are safe, Emerson’s Assistant Principal Alejandro

Ortiz presented on this topic. Many parents shared their

experiences with others at first hand of some of the issues

they recently experienced which was eye opener to many.



Franklin STEM: The Power of Two

ATP & PTO have the same focus and both have the best

interest of the children at Franklin. Since the school

opened, both groups have continued the tradition to

have a joint meeting. Both groups gain knowledge in

what each other can pitch in at providing awesome

academic/fun activities and events for families to

enjoy.



Frost: Giving a Meeting a Boost! 

Parents and children attending Frost ATP meetings can

always count on intentionally being greeted and sent off by

friendly faces. These greeters ensure all attendees feel

welcomed and comfortable. A warm and

sincere welcome gives a sense of caring and

makes people feel appreciated. Although it takes time,

commitment and enthusiasm, the results foster trust and is

one of their secrets to great parent attendance at Frost.

Have you considered having a host/hostess at your

meetings?



iPAL: Going Techy! 

Rumor has it that this online school plans to hold

future monthly ATP meetings while maximizing

technology! Whether it’s Skype or Zoom, it’s yet

to be determined but this new meeting format is

sure to yield great attendance results from the

comfort of attendees’ homes!





Livingston: Ask & Ye Shall Receive 

Nearby Faith Tri-Cities Church has had a wonderful

partnership with Livingston for many years and it

always ensures having a leadership team

representative at every ATP meeting. This

partnership has recently yielded amazing results!

Congregants are now collecting and donating books

to Livingston’s annual Trash to Treasure book fair.



Longfellow: Importance of Routines

Research proves that daily routines benefit

children’s cognitive and emotional

development. Longfellow’s school

counselor (and ATP Chair) Elizabeth

Espindola shared with parents the

importance of established routines at home

and how these can also help students be

successful at school. Parents listened to a

presentation and then were challenged to

create a laminated schedule for their

family to take home!



Markham: Reading is Fun!

“Markham Roadrunners are readers!”

-Kim Mahaffey, principal 

The October agenda at Markham’s combined ATP and

PALs (PTO) meeting was all about reading. The Mid-

Columbia Libraries shared information about its free

libby app for devices making books available for

anyone. The school’s librarian shared about a new and

upcoming practice for the school, the launching of

Battle of the Books. The Mid-Columbia Libraries loves to

be invited ATP meetings!



McClintock: Sharin’ the Mic

ATP & PTO have a similar focus, student success!

McClintock traditionally has both meetings together

as both share same interests. By meeting together

both groups can gain knowledge from each other in

what they can each bring to the table resulting in

awesome academic/fun activities for families.

Monthly meetings alternate whether ATP or PTO gets

the mic first.



McGee:





McLoughlin: A Proactive Approach

Knowing that she’d be out on maternity leave for a bit

this fall, McLoughlin’s staff ATP Chair asked a former

and seasoned ATP Chair to take the lead in her lieu.

The invitation was accepted and the plan worked out

marvelously!



New Horizons

New Horizons: Humor is Good for the Soul!
I would like to remind everyone of the week’s meeting, on Tuesday November 

14th, at 3:15 in room 144 (Mr. O’Leary’s).

We have four BIG topics on the agenda for this month:

-Rolling out our RISE-ing Above Awards, how to nominate students, how the 

nominees will be reviewed, and how the winners will be chosen! 

-Staring up another Reading Campaign! Ms. Kurtz has some great Ideas, and 

will be presenting on them.

-Our next big event, Career Day, Ms. Higgins will be heading up that event 

(now a community partner!) and will be presenting on her success last year 

and plans for this year!

-Finally our ATP parent flyer will be reviewed and edited to be handed out to 

family and community members to increase our monthly ranks!



Ochoa:  Two Birds with One Stone

Three times per year Ochoa intentionally has a PIN

(Parent Information Night) that coincides on the same

night of its ATP meetings. ATP attendees can then

easily stay for the PIN event, which is ATP sponsored

anyway! By scheduling both on the same date it helps

maximize on parent participation. January’s PIN topic

was “Internet and Cellphone Safety” delivered by a

school counselor.



Pasco High:  The Merge 

Struggling with parent attendance at its evening ATP

meetings, yet having stellar participation at H-PAC,

(Helping Parents Achieve Communication) Pasco High

recently took the first step in merging both. January’s

meeting agenda included background information about

ATP. Moving forward, all meetings will have an element of

ATP including volunteer opportunities, evaluation feedback

on events, planning events and more!



Robinson: Experts Extraordinaire!

Snacks, topics of interest, upcoming events and

attendance incentives were a hit at November’s ATP

meeting! This hour long meeting included experts who

shared READY! for Kindergarten opportunities and

PBIS information. District experts are always more

than happy to share information at your ATP meetings!





Stevens: Sharing Opportunities

ATP meetings are a great way to share

upcoming opportunities, information or

reminders as evidenced by the many

that recently had Levy information at

them. January’s meeting at Stevens

included a presentation about “Guiding

Good Choices”, a research based drug

and underage drinking prevention

program for parents of children ages 9-

14. The opportunity to sign up for an

upcoming class was made available to

all!



Twain:  Two in One

Before school ATP meetings at Twain are always sure to

have great treats, great conversations and great ideas!

This year the team decided to morph its reading and its

math events, typically held on two separate nights, into

one. They learned about this idea from another school

and decided to make it their own. Good luck Twain,

we’re excited to see how it goes!



Whittier:  Principals Matter

If you ever attend an ATP meeting at Whittier you can be

sure to have a chance to meet a principal! December’s

meeting not only included plans for upcoming events, but

parents were able to share any other questions or concerns

with the principal. Questions such as, “Why does the

school’s alarm system sometimes off early on a Saturday

morning?” or “how much will lunch cost parents who attend a

daytime family event?” were fielded and answered by Mr.

Silva with ease.


